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Dear Doctor Smith,
Paperwork.
As a GP, I’m sure you’re fed up to the back teeth with it.
Don’t worry – you’re not alone:
50% of departing GPs recently surveyed by NHS England, cited the ever-growing admin
avalanche as their reason for leaving.
Does this strike a chord with you? Do you want to leave the paperwork behind and get on
with what you became a doctor for – helping patients?
This is why I’m writing to you. I can offer you a hands-on primary care role that
eliminates the endless form-filling and box ticking, while retaining GP pay and benefits.
Let me explain:
There are vacancies available at the at East Berkshire Primary Care out-of-hours service,
where I’m Chief Executive.
Because it’s an out-of-hours service, you don’t deal with any referrals - taking a mass of
paperwork off your hands.
That’s because I don’t want you filling in forms – I want you helping patients - so my admin
team deal with pretty much all your paperwork.
Some more reasons for working with us:





An annual, NHS pensionable, full-time salary of £105,000
Six days study leave and six weeks holiday
A minimum of 20 hours and a maximum of 37.5 hours as a salaried GP. (Pay and
leave is pro rata for part-time staff)
All medical indemnity and GMC membership costs reimbursed

Also, our doctors tell us they love the work/life balance this role gives them. We want the job
to fit into your life, not the other way around. At the start of each week, we ask you the hours
you want to work - then draw up your diary accordingly.
What’s more, you can choose the type of work you do. We offer the following options:
Please turn over…

Primary Care Centre – Face-to-face consultations through our PCCs in Slough, Bracknell,
Maidenhead and Richmond.
Advice Phone Line – From your home or one of our PCCs – it’s up to you.
Home Visits - We give you a driver, a car and a laptop. Each car has resuscitation kits,
oxygen, drug cabinets and panic alarms.
Urgent Care Centre – You choose from daytime sessions at Wexham Park Hospital UCC,
Slough, or ad hoc sessions at St Mark’s Hospital, Maidenhead.

This is your chance to leave the slog of your surgery - and all that paperwork - behind.
Simply contact my colleague, Denise Spiller, to find out more:



Call her direct line – xxxxxx
Email her – xxxxxx

Please don’t delay – we only have a limited number of vacancies and I don’t know when we
will recruit again.
Yours sincerely,
Patrick Rogan

Chief Executive, East Berkshire Primary Care Out of Hours Services
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